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Habitat for Humanity of Dane County (HFHDC), which is the non-profit organization in the United States, has been developing new Twin Oaks subdivision in Madison, Wisconsin. HFHDC has provided a mix of housing types, densities, and costs. The plans for Twin Oaks mirror the Madison city’s long-term use envisioned for this property. By the case study about this project, a kind of potentiality of the non-profit organization's initiative in the big project was found out. The non-profit organization can only diversify economical risks and manage to plan the mixed-income subdivision practically. Thus, Twin Oaks could have been realized as the housing environment for ordinary people only by the non-profit organization, which doesn't pursue it's own large profits.

1. Introduction
This study aimed to consider possibilities of new theory and methodology for the housing environment design by the non-profit organization through theoretical analysis and the case study about concrete ideas and systems of a pioneer project, Twin Oaks at Madison in the United States. Many researchers and practitioners have been studying for planning theory of housing development toward the creation of more supportive environments. The “Garden City” by E. Howard showed us the new vision of community life assimilated a city with a village at the end of the 19th century. Letchworth Garden City is famous for the realization of Howard’s concept in the world. Radburn planned by Clarence Stein and Henry Wright was known as a town for the motor age with a pedestrian path system and cul-de-sacs. This town became a model of property management by a private association.

In recent years, New Urbanism has penetrated practice of urban planning and neighborhood development as the basic concept in the United States. Some design methods, such as Transit-Oriented Development or Traditional Neighborhood Development, are already in the spotlight today. However, most of the towns that realize the concept of New Urbanism faithfully are basically made up of investment and return on it. Thus, these projects depend on the resources of wealthy people. On the other hand, housing development by the non-profit organization primarily aims to supply affordable housing for low-income people and therefore the idea is totally different from them. Housing development by the non-profit organization with the public private partnership is significant and potential when we consider the quality of life for our diversity in the community.
2. Outline of Twin Oaks
Habitat for Humanity of Dane County (HFHDC) has been traditionally operated to locate individual parcels, recruit and screen potential residents/buyers for their houses, train and supervise volunteers and residents to help build the houses, and hire subcontractors for the more technical or licensed construction components. HFHDC provides some low-cost mortgage financing and some continued post-sale counseling to the homebuyers. More recently, HFHDC has purchased and renovated several units on one site within the Town of Madison.

HFHDC decided to seek and itself develop a larger parcel with a five-year inventory of lots for their own development. Their traditional practice of a search for individual sites has been consumed a great deal of time, and many of the available potential individual lots on the Madison market included a number of covenant restrictions that added unnecessary costs to a house. Hence HFHDC decided to get a larger parcel that it could develop itself. HFHDC has become to be able to focus its own energy on the construction of housing rather than seeking for individual location of available lots.

The HFHDC land use proposal includes space for 142 dwelling units on Madison’s southeast side near McFarland village. (See Figure 1 & 2) All is home-ownership and no rental. 71 market units would be sold to private/individual developers and builders (49 condominiums between two parcels to be developed by another private developer, 22 single-family detached lots sold and built at market rate). 71 affordable houses would be built by three non-profit organizations and sold to eligible homeowners (21 sold to homeowners having income cap of $59,000 for family of 4, 50 sold to homeowners having income cap of $44,500 for family of 4). Both the single-family and the multi-family would be deed restricted for sale to owner-occupants. (See Figure 3)

The basic acquisition and land development budget was approximately $3 million. HFHDC bought the property with $700,000 of the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Economic Development Initiative/Neighborhood Initiative grant. The revenue proposed to cover these costs includes sales of the lots to other builders, federal EDI/NI funds, and some utility rebates on installed meters. (See Figure 4)

This development is compatible for the adopted neighborhood plan for the Marsh Road area. The Madison city’s approved long-term plan has stipulated a mix of single-family with some multi-family owner-occupied for this area. This site is also adjacent to McFarland village. Madison has an intergovernmental agreement with the village that calls for the sharing of information about these kinds of projects. It is important that the houses are comparable to neighborhoods on both sides of the development. The adjacent land is for the other housing development, Liberty Place.

And, wetlands in the site and must be declared as undevelopable place by the Department of Natural Resources and the Army Corps of Engineers. Consequently, the development would end up preserving a significant amount of open space.

3 Analysis of Developing the Subdivision Design
3.1 Pre-application Process (See Figure 5)
3.1.1 Stage A and B (February 25th, 2002)
The street plan followed the principle of New Urbanism on both Stage A and Stage B, and was intended to take “local trips are not forced onto arterial streets” and “the local street system should be
3.1.2 Stage C (March 11th, 2002)
It was aimed to increase the dwelling units. There was a strategic reason in that background by selling the lots to other non-profit organizations and private developers as to the management to raise the amount of collection of the development expense. The cul-de-sacs were increased very much on Stage B. From the viewpoint of New Urbanism, it was obviously retreated from Stage B because all cul-de-sacs were closed inside the residential cluster. And, it was characteristic that extra lots were proposed in the northeastern land of the site for the future development. Developing 11 lots on the west side of Hey Jude Lane would be maintained by Madison, the total number became 131 units for single-family. By way of parenthesis, Stage A was 124 units and Stage B was 126 units.

3.1.3 Stage D (May 8th, 2002)
Though Madison City applied the subsidy of $950,000 to the Department pf Housing and Urban Development, it resulted in $700,000 that was smaller than the expected. The strategy had changed to sell the lots for multi-family to private developers and raise the amount of collection of the development expense. It goes without saying that there is a limit to increase the dwelling units with the plan only for single-family houses under the restriction of gas pipelines and sanitary sewer interceptors in the site. As for making this change possible, the grant by the Department pf Housing and Urban Development will be applied to the costs of particular affordable single-family houses within the project. It isn't concerned whether a project has other multi-family houses or not. The plan of Stage D had gained 154 dwelling units (83 units for single-family and 71 units for multi-family) with 3 lots for multi-family.

3.1.4 Stage E (June 24th, 2002)
Reviews before the formal application by the Plan Commission began, and modifications were done to return to the principle of New Urbanism. Though greenways are a king of idea to take advantage of the place where gas pipelines and sanitary sewer interceptors are underground, the plan for it on Stage D was the form that comes out from the southeastern wetland to the north wetland. As for New Urbanism, it is pointed out that separating the pedestrian onto greenways from the Radburn wasn’t good today in attempting to control the traffics. Therefore, on Stage E, the local streets were designed to connect to open spaces with neighborhood activity. Besides, the cul-de-sac on the center of the site was removed. The pedestrian spaces were created as friendly street networks and secured with the lot arrangements faced to the street. Recently, the permeability of the street is specially taken seriously in the United States to prevent crimes and keep residential areas secure. Though lots for multi-family
were changed from 3 to 2, the number of the dwelling units on Stage E had increased to 162 (90 units for single-family and 72 units for multi-family) in comparison with Stage D.

3.2 Formal Application Process

3.2.1 Preliminary Plat (October 16\textsuperscript{th}, 2002) (See Figure 6)
Preliminary Plat was submitted as Formal Application to Madison, and some reviews and questions were returned from the various departments, divisions and agencies. The curving street on the corner of the southeast of the site examined on Stage E was returned to the plan that it was based on the permission of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. The dwelling units were made to decrease from 72 to 49. The reason to take a change was that the construction of condominiums on the land with gas pipelines and sanitary sewer interceptors was very difficult and more open spaces were needed to dedicate to Madison according to the ordinance. However, the densities were kept in the same range. In case of Stage E, 40 dwelling units were in 124,482 sq. ft. (3112 sq. ft./DU) and 32 dwelling units were in 109,881 sq. ft. (3434 sq. ft./DU). In case of Preliminary Plat, 24 dwelling units were in 88,024 sq. ft. (3668 sq. ft./DU) and 25 dwelling units were in 92,483 sq. ft. (3699 sq. ft./DU).

3.2.2 Revised Preliminary Plat (January 21\textsuperscript{st}, 2003) (See Figure 7)
Lot 55 of Preliminary Plat was provided as a park, and also Lot 77 was finally decided to change to a park. Out Lot 5 for a future development wasn’t approved officially in Final Plat. And, the contents of the deed restriction and the restrictive covenant began to be examined concretely at this stage. The final adjustment, who prepares which lot, was proceeded. HFHDC would only be building 50 of the 142 dwelling units. The homes Habitat builds would be 3-5 bedroom homes. In addition, a homeowners association would be created, with fees due annually that would provide funds to accomplish the shared maintenance of common areas.

Results and Conclusion

This subdivision now called “Twin Oaks” is the first large-scale new development for the affordable housing provider in Madison. The plan is to build up to 93 single-family homes and up to 49 owner-occupied condominiums on the site. Half to three-quarters of the homes would be constructed by HFHDC or the other non-profit organization and sold to families whose income is 60% or lower than the Dane County median. The rest would be constructed by private builders and sold at market rate. Twin Oaks is as one of the pilot projects in the United States because this method for the affordable housing isn’t major way at present.

HFHDC is an independently incorporated organization. It is responsible for the development of the parcel. It is planning to sell almost 65% of the dwelling units spaces to other builders. Sale of lots to other builders will help broaden the rage of housing product offered, and the income range of the buyers of the housing. The scale of those lots will also reduce some of the costs and risk to HFHDC, and enable them to focus on their own housing units. HFHDC is affiliated with a larger national and international organization, and can draw on their experience and occasional resources to help the local Habitat with this development.

With the non-profit organization's act, the main concept of New Urbanism could be a general theory from ideas such as “scaled to the human body, timed to a stride, patterned to ceremony, and bounded
to nature”. Some methods or systems of Twin Oaks; Habitat for Humanity organizes the homeowners’ association, makes guidelines for the subdivision including the deed restriction and the restrictive covenant, and reviews and permits the architectural design and construction, contribute to reduce important risks not only in economical meaning but in a broad sense, especially in the quality of life. Twin Oaks is one of suggestive projects to discuss the vision of housing environment design by the public private partnership in our society.
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Figure 5. Developing the Subdivision Design in Pre-application Process
Figure 6. Developing the Subdivision Design in Formal Application Process (Preliminary Plat)
Answers to Q1~12 (January 20, 2003)

• Answers to Planning Unit

A1) Trees identified on revised preliminary plat.

A2) We estimate a cost increase of $8,000 for the addition of a 2-car garage. But the
issue is not just the cost of physically building the garage, it is also the increased
assessed value of possibly thousands of dollars above its actual cost and correspond-
ing tax increase that could jeopardize the owner’s ability to make payments.

A3) Pedestrian and bicycle paths identified on revised preliminary plat.

A4) At the Plan Commission meeting, we will have floor plans and updated renderings.

• Answers to Alders

A5) Our change has been to have Twin Oaks be a neighborhood of home ownership.
While the mix may have changed from 100% detached homes to 2/3 detached and
1/3 condominium ownership, we still propose 100% home ownership.

A6) It has certainly been our intent to be as diverse as possible. Operation Fresh Start
has committed to the 9 remaining non-profit lots. Wisconsin Housing Partnership has
executed an Option for the other 12 non-profit lots.

A7) We realize the importance of deed restrictions and a plan to have them
created for Twin Oaks. We understand that homes previously built by HPHDC may
not appeal architecturally to everyone. However, we also realize Twin Oaks demands
more attention to the exterior of our homes and our mission continues to be to
provide well constructed housing and in this case, add more architecturally pleasing
features. These are general conditions that will be included in the deed restrictions.
Consider the following:

- Front porches required on Habitat homes and encourage on others;
- All homes to have basements, unless unforeseen water table problems dictate
differently, or another non-profit entity decides against having basements;
- Minimum 6/12 pitch on all homes;
- Aluminum or vinyl siding allowed and no plywood material siding;
- Drain tile and sump pumps on all Habitat homes;
- HPHDC will create an Architectural Control Committee to approve all plans.

A8) Active park to the east, passive open space to the north and additional public
park grounds in Liberty Place. We look forward to families from all neighborhoods
interacting with each other in all of these park families.

A9) We expect a 5-7 year build-out. There will not be a time limit from acquisition, but
homes will need to be completed within one year after construction commences.

A10) Cul-de-sacs are a part of neighboring subdivisions and part of the neighbor-
hood plan. We anticipate that repairs to curb, gutter and sidewalk will be made by
the city. Lawns in need of repair will be the responsibility of the homeowner.

A11) I am a Habitat board member working on the project and because I am the
recently retired director of Economic Support and Work Services for Dane County.
- Habitat for Humanity has a very careful selection process. Each(571,899),(896,986)
- Eligibility is based on the family having an income somewhere between 30 and
60% of county median. Incomes in this range are lower than the average, but they
are consistently higher than the poverty line. For example, under 2002 guidelines, a
family of 4 with $18,100 exists at the poverty line. Income must be lower than that
to qualify for programs such as Food Stamps and Medicaid. A family of 4 at 60% of
county median is not eligible for any of these programs. However, there is
another very substantial group of people who have far more stability, who work
hard every day, and who also require a hand up. These families are not eligible for
publicly funded programs and rely on non-profit organizations like Habitat for

A12) Our Habitat homes, with basements, will be expandable down, out and possibly
up, depending on the home itself and subject to city approved construction plans,
setbacks and deed restrictions.